Good Attendance at the Vaudeville Entertainments.

There were about one hundred men present at the 1909 Koommers last Saturday evening. After the usual singing by the first speaker, Dean Barton, said that he was glad to see the Koommers prospering, and that he liked the idea of each class taking charge and inviting the others to come.

Kelly then afforded considerable entertainment at the piano, playing, to the theme of Analel Roopie in different tempo's, representing the manner in which the different composers interpreted it.

Chick Fox, a vaudeville artist of this vicinity, then sang a few characteristiccoon songs. He received vociferous applause in each one.

The first selection was "I'm Gwine to Go" followed by an encore of "All In, Down and Out.""

On March 15, Eugene N. Foss will speak, and on the following Saturday will be "Book Night" for the Freshmen.

During the intermission, a few well-known lawyers of New England will speak on March 30. Mr. Rand requested the permission to speak to the guests, and then followed with a few of his numerous yarns.

"A Trip Through New Subway.

Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock, about ninety Tech men met at the Old Union, and went by a train through the new Washington Street subway. They walked from the State Street corner to the corner of Warren and Devonshire streets, and then one by one disappeared through a half way open door, which was furnished for each gang of fifteen fellows, and they walked through and out on to Ash Street near Hollis about 3 o'clock, having walked underground a distance of three-quarters of a mile.

A series of lectures on "Nutrition of Man," interesting to biologists are now being given at the Lowell Institute.

1909 KOMMERS.

FENCING TEAM WINS 6-2.-Princeton Has Beaten Yale and Pennsylvania State House to the Corner of Water and Hollis Street.

Tech easily defeated Princeton in fencing at the Gym on Friday evening, by a score of 6 to 2. The result of the match was expected to the Tech men for it was expected that the meet would be the closest of the season.

The Tech fencers have strong hopes of winning the triweekly meet with Columbia and Yale on March 20, as the result of the match Friday night is certainly encouraging.

The Princeton team is considered fast in intercollegiate circles, for in the two meets which it has held this season Yale was defeated, 5 to 3, and Columbia, 4 to 2.

All of Tech's fencers did good work in the meet, each club losing two out of three bouts. E. M. Loring had the best form and it was only after a hard fought bout in which some fast, skilful fencing was seen that he was defeated by Capt. H. S. Breckenridge of the Princeton team.

Breckenridge was the only man to keep him in a bout, but he succeeded in getting all in which he fenced, as he was invincible. Loring was the only man to keep his head and the combination with which the judges awarded the victory to the Princeton man was somewhat surprising to the spectators.

In both of the events, Lange of Tech and McClintock were the judges. They were able to agree to the meeting at the end of the extra two-minute bout, but in the former the judge's still disagreed and the victory was awarded to Tech by the referee.

The two meets were conducted by Capt. H. Du Pre Bonnessel, '89, E. M. Loring, '09, and F. J. Lange, '09, and the results of the contest were read by Capt. H. S. Breckenridge, A. T. McClintock, and R. Rogers.

The summary:

First bout - Breckenridge, Princeton, defeated Lange, Tech.
Second bout - Breckenridge, Tech, defeated McClintock, Princeton.

Extra bout required for decision.

Fifth bout - Bonnessel, Tech, defeated McClintock, Princeton.
Sixth bout - Breckenridge, Princeton, defeated McClintock, Princeton.

Extra bout required for decision.

Fifth bout - Bonnessel, Tech, defeated McClintock, Princeton.

Extra bout required for decision.

Extra bout required for decision.

MANY MEN AT DINNER.

Five men answered the call of the Missouri Club for dinner at the Union Friday evening. Those present unhesitatingly transacted business in the name of the nineteen members of the club, the most important motion passed being one to assess each member fifty cents a year for the club's insert in Technical, and the other minor expenses.

The grants, which will range in value from eight to twelve hundred dollars each, are designed to assist investigations in experimental pathology, bacteriology, medical zoology, physiology and pharmacology, and physiological and pathological chemistry.

Applications should be made to L. Emmett Holt, M.D., secretary of the Rockefeller Institute, before April 1, at 14 West 55th St., New York.

NEW YORK STATE CLUB DINES.

Last Thursday evening the men from the Empire State met for the second time at dinner with a record-breaking attendance, over 20 men being present. It was arranged that all who wished to interest all men from the state, and by the Locomobile Racing Club, which issues tickets for the fastest time for one lap in the Vanderbilt races.

The Dartmouth basketball team has lost to Harvard, Tufts, Brown, and Williams on its recent trip.

CALENDAR.

MARCH 11.

12 p.m. Meeting of the Board of Editors of the '99 Student.